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ABSTRACT:
Although cloud systems provide a reliable and flexible 
storage solution, the use of a single cloud service con-
stitutes a single point of failure, which can compromise 
data availability, download speed, and security. To ad-
dress these challenges, we advocate for the use of multi-
ple cloud storage providers simultaneously using network 
coding as the key enabling technology. Our goal is to 
study two challenges of network coded storage systems. 
First, the efficient update of the number of coded frag-
ments per cloud in a system aggregating multiple clouds 
in order to boost the download speed of files. We devel-
oped a novel scheme using recoding with limited packets 
to trade-off storage space, reliability, and data retrieval 
speed. Implementation and measurements with commer-
cial cloud providers show that up to 9x less network use 
is needed compared to other network coding schemes, 
while maintaining similar download speeds and reliabil-
ity. Second, the ability to update coded fragments from a 
linear erasure code when the original file is modified. We 
exploit code structure to provide efficient representations 
of the evolution of the file. Evaluations using file changes 
on software library repositories show that a five-order of 
magnitude reduction in network and storage use is pos-
sible compared to state-of-the-art.

INTRODUCTION:
Cloud storage is widely adopted as it offers a costeffective 
solution to storing enterprise data, with the advantages of 
increased reliability as well as arguably decreased techni-
cal complexity and business agility compared to on-site, 
personalized storage solutions. Its adoption among end 
users is growing as well  thanks in part to the free stor-
age offered by major IT players, e.g., Amazon, Google, 
Microsoft, Apple, and specialized cloud storage compa-
nies, e.g., Dropbox, Box, SugarSync. A limitation of these 
solutions is that users are typically tied to a single cloud 
storage provider and, thus, dependent on the provider’s 
offered reliability and availability of the data. The impact 
of an outage of a single provider can be significant.As 
pointed out in , another issue is data privacy. 

Even when the data is encrypted, it is only stored by a 
single provider, which can make it particularly vulnerable 
to attacks or even disclosure to governmental bodies of 
a foreign country. To address these limitations, network 
coding constitutes a particularly interesting technology. 
Although it was originally conceived for enhancing com-
munication networks, it has shown significant potential 
in distributed storage applications, e.g.,  One key behind 
the impact of network coding lies in the fact that not only 
sources can generate coded packets. In fact, intermediate 
nodes in the network can generate coded packets from 
data available in their buffers without having all pack-
ets needed to decode, in a process known as recoding . 
Another important breakthrough came from the creation 
of random linear network coding (RLNC) . RLNC is a 
distributed approach that allows nodes to generate coded 
packets by creating linear combinations of existing coded 
packets using random coefficients. RLNC requires no co-
ordination between nodes and preserves performance and 
code properties.

EXISTING SYSTEM:
In our previous work , we have shown using measure-
ments performed with 5 cloud providers that a network 
coded multi-cloud storage solution outperforms a single 
cloud approach. We have also shown that the aggrega-
tion of clouds is much more effective when using RLNC 
instead of replication repetition-based codes employed in 
datacenters. We have conducted a comparative study on 
the effectiveness of RLNC in maintaining data integrity in 
storage and bandwidth constrained dynamic scenarios. We 
have found RLNC to surpass repetition-based and Reed- 
Solomon codes used in state of the art systems in both 
centrally controlled scenarios such as datacenters as well 
as fully decentralized scenarios including peer-to-peer 
storage systems. We therefore consider an RLNC-based 
distributed storage system as state of the art. As we have 
not encountered any commercial systems that employ or 
research that describes adaptation in the data distribution, 
we compare our proposed techniques with a non-adaptive 
approach.
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CONCLUSION:
In this paper we presented the benefits of using random 
linear network coding with multiple commercially avail-
able cloud storage providers to create a cloud of clouds. 
We decided on tackling this scenario from several per-
spectives and included two distinct contributions. First, 
we proposed a novel data distribution mechanism and 
showed that it can almost match on performance a more 
wasteful symmetric one. We proposed a novel technique 
which adapts the distribution of data to the state of the 
individual clouds. It minimizes the required bandwidth 
needed for the adaptation steps by doing dense recoding 
only for data that ensures recoverability and sparse re-
coding for performance enhancing data. We have shown 
with measurements that these two mechanisms greatly 
increase performance and result in significant savings on 
adaptation bandwidth. Second, we presented a detailed 
mechanism to support file updating and version control 
when using erasure correcting codes for storage applica-
tions, including any random linear network coded sys-
tem. These ideas can be applied to standard data center 
systems as well as novel cloud storage and peer-to-peer 
distributed storage mechanisms that are keen on support-
ing various versions of the same file without high storage 
costs or for efficient updates without the inherent costs of 
uploading full files to all storage nodes. We showed that 
our proposed technique is a viable and extremely effec-
tive solution by applying it on real-world data taken from 
a Git repository.
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DISADVANTAGE:
Although cloud systems provide a reliable and flexible  »

storage solution, the use of a single cloud service consti-
tutes a single point of failure, which can compromise data 
availability, download speed, and security.

PROPOSED SYSTEM:
Our work focuses on distributed storage solutions us-
ing RLNC. In this paper, we present a system that em-
ploys commercially available clouds to store files reli-
ably. Given the similar challenges, our solutions can be 
adapted for use with other types of storage nodes as well. 
Our proposed system is comprised of a client application 
that uploads and downloads data to the storage nodes and 
handles all computations related to encoding, decoding 
and recoding. The storage nodes have no other functional-
ity besides storing the data, which makes employing re-
coding techniques Those involve encoding on the nodes 
impossible. This is a limitation in several commercial 
clouds. We have built a model without this limitation and 
explored other types of recoding separately to this work.

ADVANTAGE:
Cloud storage is widely adopted as it offers a cost effective 
solution to storing enterprise data, with the advantages of 
increased reliability as well as arguably Decreased techni-
cal complexity and business agility compared to on-site 
personalized storage solutions.

IMPLEMENTATION:
Implementation is the stage of the project when the theo-
retical design is turned out into a working system. Thus it 
can be considered to be the most critical stage in achiev-
ing a successful new system and in giving the user, con-
fidence that the new system will work and be effective. 
The implementation stage involves careful planning, in-
vestigation of the existing system and it’s constraints on 
implementation, designing of methods to achieve change-
over and evaluation of changeover methods.

IMPLEMENTATION
MODULE DESCRIPTION:
After careful analysis the system has been identified to 
have the following modules:
1.Data Owner
2.Cloud

1.Data Owner:
 In this module if a owner of data(File) have to store data 
on a cloud server, he/she should register their details first. 
These details are maintained in a Database. Then he has to 
upload the file in a file database. The file which are stored 
in a database are in an encrypted form. Authorized users 
can only decode it.

2. Cloud:
In this module CSP has to login first. Then only he can 
store the file in his cloud server. All file can only check 
the csp whether the csp is authorized csp or not.If its fake, 
wont allow the file to store in cloud server.

SCREEN SHOTS
Home:

File Upload:
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